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Single-shot high-speed mapping photography is a powerful tool used for studying fast dynamics in diverse applications.
Despite much recent progress, existing methods are still strained by the trade-off between sequence depth and light
throughput, errors induced by parallax, limited imaging dimensionality, and the potential damage caused by pulsed
illumination. To overcome these limitations, we explore time-varying optical diffraction as a new gating mechanism
to obtain ultrahigh imaging speed. Inspired by the pulse front tilt-gated imaging and the space-time duality in optics,
we embody the proposed paradigm in the developed diffraction-gated real-time ultrahigh-speed mapping (DRUM)
photography. The sweeping optical diffraction envelope generated by the inter-pattern transition of a digital micromir-
ror device enables sequential time-gating at the sub-microsecond level. DRUM photography can capture a transient
event in a single exposure at 4.8 million frames per second. We apply it to the investigation of femtosecond laser-induced
breakdown in liquid and laser ablation in biological samples. © 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica

Open Access Publishing Agreement
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1. INTRODUCTION

Single-shot high-speed mapping (also referred to as framing) pho-
tography is an important imaging technique for the observation
of transient scenes in real time (i.e., at their actual time of occur-
rence) [1]. This approach maps time-gated frames of a dynamic
scene onto different spatial positions, which are recorded by one
or many two-dimensional (2D) detectors. It circumvents the need
for ultrafast CCD or CMOS cameras, whose special sensors have
lower fill factors and sensitivity [2]. Compared to conventional
streak imaging [3], high-speed mapping photography features
2D ultrafast imaging ability. Different from many computational
ultrafast imaging techniques [4–11], it does not require complex
optical modulation hardware (e.g., a spatial encoder [7] and an
interferometry setup [11]) and sophisticated image reconstruction
software (e.g., convex optimization algorithms [12] and deep
neural networks [13,14]). As a result, it has a wide application
scope that is not constrained by requirements in spatiotemporal
sparsity and bandwidths. Because of these important technical
merits, high-speed mapping photography has been implemented
in diverse scientific studies, including streamer discharge [15],
material phase transition [16], and shock-wave propagation [17].

The most commonly implemented method in single-shot
high-speed mapping photography is based on beam splitting and
gated intensified CCD cameras [18]. Despite its popularity, this
method suffers from the trade-off between the sequence depth

(i.e., the number of frames in each captured movie) and light
throughput. Meanwhile, because of the requirement of apparatus
duplication in each arm after beam splitting, a system scale-up
would considerably increase the construction cost and operational
complexity. To overcome these limitations, alternative methods
seek to first transfer the temporal information to certain photon
tags (e.g., wavelength [19–23], angle [24], and space [25]) and
then exploit the properties in these tags (e.g., color dispersion and
propagation direction) to separate temporal slices to different spa-
tial positions [26]. Without the need to replicate the image of the
transient scene, these methods break the trade-off between light
throughput and sequence depth. In the meantime, they enjoy high
flexibility in tuning the sequence depth, frame size, and other tech-
nical specifications based on the same imaging setup. Nevertheless,
these methods still confront several limitations. For example, most
of the systems require sophisticated apparatuses, such as optical
parametric amplifiers [20], a high-speed rotating mirror [25], and a
femtosecond pulse shaper [23]. Moreover, these image modalities
are inherently constrained by the limit of these photon tags. In
particular, for time-wavelength mapping, temporal resolution
degrades with a larger sequence depth because each image is probed
only by a portion of the original spectrum. Time-angle mapping
could induce parallax errors from different probing directions.

Among existing paradigms, of particular interest is linear time-
space coupling. A well-known representation of this category is the
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pulse front tilt (PFT) [27]. When a femtosecond pulse is reflected
by (or transmitted through) a diffraction grating, the linear phase
added to the temporal frequency spectrum of the incident pulse
linearly links the time to one spatial axis. An imaging system is used
to produce an output pulse at the original pulse width but with a
tunable tilt angle, which provides femtosecond time-gating [28].
Compared to time-wavelength mapping, PFT-based approaches
are not subject to the trade-off between temporal resolution and
sequence depth. Because the illumination and/or the detection are
perpendicular to the system’s optical axis, PFT-based approaches
are parallax-free. Leveraging these advantages, linear time-space
coupling based on PFT has been used in ultrafast electron micros-
copy [29], single-shot autocorrelation measurement [30], and
femtosecond fluorescence spectroscopy [31]. Nevertheless, exist-
ing systems that are only capable of point-probing or line-probing
are not readily available for high-speed mapping photography.
Moreover, the object either needs to be assumed to be spatially
uniform or must move laterally. Finally, these systems employ a
femtosecond laser to probe the events, which may pose potential
risks of sample damage.

To overcome these limitations, here, we report diffraction-gated
real-time ultrahigh-speed mapping (DRUM) photography. Based
on optical space-time duality, we derive the spatial equivalence of
the linear phase ramp from that in the temporal frequency spec-
trum. This dynamic phase profile generates the linear time-space
coupling in the diffraction envelope, which gates out successive
temporal slices in adjacent diffraction orders. Optically embody-
ing this concept, single-shot DRUM photography can capture
transient events in real time with an imaging speed of 4.8 mil-
lion frames per second (Mfps). We demonstrate the feasibility
of DRUM photography by imaging the dynamics of intensity
decay and beam sweeping. To show DRUM photography’s broad
utility, we apply it to the study of femtosecond-pulse-induced
bubble dynamics in liquid and the ablation of a biological sample
at single-cell resolution.

2. RESULTS

A. Operating Principle of DRUM Photography

The operating principle of DRUM photography is inspired by the
optical space-time duality that originates from the mathematical
equivalence between spatial diffraction and temporal dispersion
[32,33]. In particular, we seek to create time-space coupling in
light diffraction to overcome the limitations in the PFT-based
time-gating. Using spatial Fourier transformation, this coupling
can be generated by a time-varying linear phase ramp at the spa-
tial frequency domain. In practice, this dynamic phase profile
is optically embodied by the inter-pattern transition of a digital
micromirror device (DMD) as a programmable diffraction grat-
ing. First, the DMD’s pixelated configuration produces multiple
diffraction orders that duplicate the information of the transient
scene. Second, the fast flipping motion of micromirrors in the
inter-pattern transition sweeps the diffraction envelope through
these diffraction orders. This operation serves as a time gate that
extracts sequential frames from the duplicated transient scenes.
Details of the theory, modeling, and simulation of DRUM photog-
raphy can be found in Supplement 1, Sections S1–S2, Figs. S1–S4,
and Visualization 1. A detailed explanation of the link between
DRUM photography and PFT-gated ultrafast imaging is provided
in Supplement 1, Section S3, and Table S1.

Developed based upon this principle, the DRUM photography
system is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). A 473-nm continuous-
wave laser (CNI Laser, blue-473-200mw) is used as the light
source to illuminate a transient scene. The transmitted light is
collected by a finite objective lens (Nikon, CF Achro 4×, 0.1 NA),
is reflected by a beam splitter (Thorlabs, BP250), and then forms
an image of the transient scene on the intermediate image plane.
Then, it is processed by a folded 4 f imaging system consisting
of a stereoscopic objective lens (Olympus, MVPLAPO2XC, 0.5
NA) and a DMD (Ajile Light Industries, AJD-4500) consisting
of an array of 912× 1140 micromirrors (Supplement 1, Sections
S1A, Fig. S1). With a rhombus orientation, each micromirror
can be quickly flipped between two static states with a tilt angle
of θb−off =−12◦ (the “off” state) and θb−on =+12◦ (the “on”
state) from the surface normal on the x ′ axis. Thus, serving as a
reflective programmable blazed grating, the DMD generates many
diffraction orders, seven of which are along the x ′ axis and pass
through the same stereoscopic objective lens and land on spatially
separated positions on the intermediate image plane. Finally, they
are relayed by another 4 f imaging system, consisting of Lens 1
(Thorlabs, AC508-100-A) and Lens 2 (Thorlabs, AC508-75-A),
to a CMOS camera (Optronis, CP70-1HS-M-1900) rotated by
∼34◦ to accommodate these images.

During the operation of DRUM photography, the cam-
era’s exposure is synchronized with the DMD’s flipping motion
(detailed in Supplement 1, Section S4). During the transition from
an “all-off” pattern to an “all-on” pattern, the continuous and
synchronous change of the tilt angle of each micromirror results
in a time-varying phase profile (Supplement 1, Fig. S4c), which
induces sweeping of the diffraction envelope through the diffrac-
tion orders located in its moving trajectory. Derived using scalar
diffraction theory [34,35] (detailed in Supplement 1, Section S1B)
for a point target, the intensity observed at the intermediate image
plane is expressed as

Ir(x , t)= 2c 2
r (1+ cos mπ) ·
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√
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·
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)}2
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Here, c r is a constant, λ denotes the wavelength of the
continuous-wave laser, f denotes the focal length of the stereo-
scopic objective lens, p denotes the pitch of micromirrors, and m
is the index of the diffraction orders. ⊗ denotes the convolution
operation; w denotes the width of the micromirror; θb, as a func-
tion of time t , is the instantaneous tilt angle of the micromirror
during flipping; L x ′ denotes the DMD’s window size.

Equation (1) provides the foundation of the image acquisition
of DRUM photography. In particular, the dynamic scene con-
volves Ir(x , t) to produce the image at the intermediate image
plane. Second, the first “sinc” term reveals time-space coupling
by a sweeping diffraction envelope across the diffraction orders.
The sequential dwelling produces successive temporal slices of
the transient scene [Fig. 1(b)]. These frames are relayed by the 4 f
imaging system to the camera, which records a snapshot [inset of
Fig. 1(a)].
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Fig. 1. DRUM photography. (a) Schematic. (b) Operating principle. ts, time of the dynamic scene. A synthetic scene composed of seven letters,
“DrumCam,” at different times is used to illustrate the system’s operating principle.

B. Key Parameters of DRUM Photography

As the core device of DRUM photography, the DMD’s intrinsic
characteristics determine the key parameters of the DRUM pho-
tography system. First, the sequence depth is determined by the
sweeping range of the diffraction center and the spacing of the
diffraction orders. Because the micromirror’s tilt angle changes
from θb−off to θb−on during the inter-pattern transition, the diffrac-
tion center sweeps across a total angular span of 48◦. Meanwhile,
from Eq. (1), the corresponding angle of each diffraction order
is determined by mλ/p under the paraxial approximation.
Therefore, the eligible diffraction orders must satisfy the rela-
tion 2θb−off ≤mλ/p ≤ 2θb−on. By considering the experimental
conditions (i.e., λ= 473 nm and p = 10.8 µm), the index of
diffraction orders is m = 0,±2,±4,±6, ±8. Among them, the
diffraction orders m =±8 are too close to the beam’s reflection
directions of the static “off” and “on” states of the micromirrors,
which produces a high background. They are blocked at the inter-
mediate image plane. Thus, DRUM photography has the sequence
depth of seven frames.

Second, the field of view (FOV) of DRUM photography is
jointly determined by the sequence depth, overall magnification
ratio, and the size of the camera’s sensor. The first two parameters
are either intrinsic to the DMD or are easy to adjust, while the
last parameter presents a major limitation. To maximize the FOV,
the camera used in the DRUM photography system was rotated
by ∼34◦ so that the seven frames were aligned with the camera’s
diagonal.

Finally, the frame rate of DRUM photography is governed
by the flipping motion of the micromirrors, which obeys
tε[0, tf] (where tf is the total time of the flipping operation)
and θbε[θb−off, θb−on]. Considering the sweeping speed of the
diffraction envelop and the distance between adjacent diffraction
orders, the frame rate of DRUM photography is determined by

γDRUM =
2p
1mλ

dθb

dt
. (2)

Here, dθb
dt denotes the angular velocity of the micromirrors’

flipping motion, and 1m is the index difference of the adjacent
diffraction orders (1m = 2 in this study). Details of the derivation
of Eq. (2) and the simulation of dθb

dt are presented in Section S1C
and Figs. S2–S3 in Supplement 1.

C. Evaluation of the System Performance

The demonstration of DRUM photography starts with the quan-
tification of the key parameters of the system. To characterize
spatial resolution, we placed a negative USAF resolution target
(Edmund Optics, 55-622) at the object plane. The images cap-
tured by DRUM photography are shown in Fig. 2(a). Resolving
Group 7 Element 2 in all seven frames, the DRUM photogra-
phy system has the spatial resolution of 3.5 µm. To characterize
the system’s imaging speed and temporal resolution, we used a
photodiode, loaded on a laterally moving translation stage, to
capture the time history of intensity for each diffraction order
during the DMD micromirror’s flipping motion. Details in mea-
surement and characterization are provided in Supplement 1,
Section S5, Fig. S5, and Table S2. The full evolution is shown in
Visualization 2, and the temporal response for each diffraction
order is shown in Fig. 2(b). The frame interval between adjacent
orders is 0.21± 0.03 µs (mean± standard deviation), which
corresponds to a mean frame rate of 4.8 Mfps. Moreover, the tem-
poral resolution, defined as the full-width at half-maximum of the
convolution between the temporal response (see Supplement 1,
Fig. S5c) and the time window of each frame, is 0.37± 0.01 µs.
Additional details of the quantification of these parameters are
provided in Supplement 1, Section S5.

We then conducted proof-of-concept experiments by imaging
vertical bars (from Group 3 Element 3 on the resolution target)
illuminated by modulated light using an acousto-optic modulator
(G&H, 170172). In the first experiment, a sinusoidal waveform
with a period of 30.0 µs was used to induce an intensity decay to
the illumination beam. A detailed description of the experimental
setup is presented in Supplement 1, Section S6. The recorded seven
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Fig. 2. Characterization of the performance of DRUM photography. (a) Spatial resolution tested with a negative USAF resolution target. (b) Temporal
response at the center of each diffraction order. (c) Time-lapse images of the intensity decay of a bar target. (d) Normalized average intensity from (c) as the
function of time with fitting. (e) As (c) but showing the laser beam’s sweeping motion. (f ) Laser beam’s horizontal position as a function of time with fitting.

frames are shown in Fig. 2(c). Plotted in Fig. 2(d), the time history
of the average intensity of all three bars well matches the sinusoidal
fitting curve with a period of 29.2 µs. In the second experiment, a
ramp voltage waveform with a period of 3µs was used to sweep the
illumination beam across a field of 0.64 mm× 0.35 mm, which
contained horizontal bars and a number “3”. The recorded frames
are shown in Fig. 2(e). By tracking the location of the intensity
peak in the x direction, the sweeping speed was characterized to
be 348 m/s, which is in good agreement with the preset condition,
as shown in Fig. 2(f ). The full evaluations of both dynamics are
included in Visualization 3.

D. Side-View Observation of Laser-Induced Breakdown
in Liquid

To show the broad utility of DRUM photography, we used it to
observe the interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with liquid. In
the experimental setup [Fig. 3(a)], a single pump pulse (1035-nm
wavelength and 350-fs pulse width) generated by a femtosecond
laser (Huaray, HR-Femto-10) was focused by a 15-mm-focal-
length lens (Thorlabs, LB1092) into distilled water in a quartz
cuvette. The tight focus ionized the distilled water. This laser-
induced breakdown (LIB) generated a plasma channel, followed
by cavitation at the focus, which perturbed the refractive index
of the distilled water [36]. This process was recorded by DRUM
photography. Using this setup with a 9-µJ pump pulse, we cap-
tured three sequences, each starting at 0, 1.50 µs, and 3.00 µs

from the laser-pulse excitation, to record the channel length
changes in distilled water over a total of 4.23 µs [see Fig. 3(b) and
Visualization 4]. The time history of the channel length is plot-
ted in Fig. 3(c). It shows that the channel appears at 0.23 µs and
roughly maintains its length for 1 µs. Then, its length decreases
from 368 µm until the channel completely vanishes at 3.46 µs. At
the same time, a bubble appears at 3.00 µs. For each frame, after
the centroid of this bubble was located, the distance between the
centroid and the radial intensity maximum was computed. The
averaged result was used as the value of the bubble radius. The
result shows an increasing bubble radius from 21 µm at 3.00 µs to
36µm at 3.65µs, followed by its decrease to 25µm at 4.23µs.

As a comparison, we increased the pump pulse energy to
10 µJ. The result of DRUM photography is shown in Fig. 3(d)
and Visualization 5. At this energy level, a bubble with a channel
appears in the FOV, and the diameter of the bubble increased
from 240 µm to 325 µm, as shown in Fig. 3(e). The change of
generated bubble radius (i.e., the bubble cavitation dynamics) was
fit with the well-known Rayleigh–Plesset model. Starting from
the bubble inception, the model assumes spherical symmetry and
incompressible surrounding fluid and incorporates the physics
associated with the fluid viscosity, density, and surface tension
at the gas-liquid interface. The result shows excellent agreement
with the experimental results, predicting an increase in maximum
bubble radius with increasing pulse energy [37]. Supplement 1,
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Fig. 3. Side-view observation of laser-induced breakdown in distilled water using DRUM photography. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Time-lapse images
showing the evolution of the plasma channel in distilled water using a 9-µJ pump pulse. (c) Time history of the channel length and bubble radius quantified
from (b). (d) Development of cavitation from the plasma channel by using a 10-µJ pump pulse. (e) Bubble radius as the function of time from (d), fitted by
the cavitation theory.

Sections S7–S8, and Fig. S6 contain information on the numerical
modeling of bubble dynamics and additional experimental data.

E. Front-View Observation of Cavitation Dynamics in
Liquid

We also imaged bubble dynamics from the front view using a
carbonated drink. In particular, the pump pulse, reflected by
a short-pass dichroic mirror (Edmund Optics, 69-219), was
focused onto the object plane by the objective lens [Fig. 4(a)].
The time-lapse images of the generated bubble are shown in
Fig. 4(b) and Visualization 6. For each frame, we found the bub-
ble’s centroid and averaged the intensity radially. Then, from the
location of the intensity minimum, we calculated the derivative
of the intensity profile. The bubble’s radius was determined by
the distance between the bubble’s center to the first turning point
in the calculated derivatives [Fig. 4(b)]. As depicted in Fig. 4(c),
the time history of the bubble’s size was fitted with the Rayleigh–
Plesset model [38], which shows an excellent agreement with the
cavitation theory (detailed in Supplement 1, Section S7).

F. Imaging of Laser Ablation of a Biological Sample

To investigate the transient interaction between an ultrashort
laser pulse and a biological sample using the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 4(a), we focused a 9-µJ femtosecond pump pulse
onto a single-layer onion cell sample placed at the object plane.
The captured images are shown in Fig. 5(a), and the corresponding
movie is shown in Visualization 7. The time history of the damaged
area is shown in Fig. 5(b). The result reveals three phases in this
laser ablation process. First, within 0.23 µs, the used pump pulse

ablated the cytoplasm and a small part of the cell skeleton by optical
breakdown, generating an initial damaged area of 1.4× 104 µm2

in size. Then, from 0.23 µs to 0.88 µs, the damaged size slowly
increases to 2.1× 104 µm2. Finally, after 0.88 µs, because of
the gradual relaxation of thermal confinement, the area quickly
increases to 4.5× 104 µm2. Correspondingly, the ablation speed
starts at 60.8 mm2/ms, then drops to 11.5 mm2/ms from 0.46 µs
to 0.88µs, and finally accelerates to 99.1 mm2/ms.

The result also reveals the anisotropic damage lengths and
speeds in the directions that are orthogonal and parallel to the
cell’s skeleton [marked by xs and y s in Fig. 5(a)]. The anisotropy
in the damaged area arises from possible plasma fragmentation
and plasma intensity variation [36]. For this experiment, the time
histories of the length and the corresponding speed are plotted
in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). The length in the y s direction has slight
growth (i.e., from 210 µm to 242 µm) from 0.23 µs to the end
of the observation window, which corresponds to a relatively low
expansion speed of 32 m/s on average. In contrast, following the
initial damage, the length in the xs direction has considerable
growth (i.e., from 174 µm to 384 µm). In the second phase, the
length increases from 174µm at 0.23µs to 352µm at 0.88µs with
an average speed of 274 m/s. Afterward, in the third phase, the
length increases to 384µm at 1.23µs with a lower average speed of
91 m/s.

5. DISCUSSION

We have developed DRUM photography for 2D ultrahigh-speed
imaging in real time, with a frame rate of 4.8 Mfps, a temporal
resolution of 0.37 µs, and a sequence depth of seven frames. This
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Fig. 4. Front-view imaging of cavitation dynamics using DRUM photography. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Time-lapse images of a pump-pulse-
generated bubble (left column) and the normalized intensity profiles averaged in the radial direction (right column). Scale bar: 200 µm. The green dot
marks the first turning point of the line profile from the intensity minimum, which is used to determine the bubble radius. (c) Bubble radius as the function
of time fitted by the cavitation theory.

Fig. 5. Imaging the laser ablation of single-layer onion cells using DRUM photography. (a) Time-lapse images. The damaged area is delineated by
magenta-dotted boxes. (b) Ablated area and ablation rate as a function of time. (c) Lengths of the ablated area in two directions versus time. (d) Damaging
speeds in two directions versus time.

imaging modality leverages the DMD’s inter-pattern transition to
produce a swept diffraction gate, which slices out sequential frames
of the dynamic scene from the diffraction orders generated by the
DMD. The concept of DRUM photography is proved by imaging
the dynamics of intensity decay and beam sweeping. DRUM pho-
tography is applied to the study of the laser-liquid interaction and
the investigation of laser ablation of single-layer onion cells.

DRUM photography offers versatile ultrahigh-speed imaging
with off-the-shelf components. The usage of a mass-produced
DMD as the core component, which has no mechanical movement
in producing the diffraction gate, makes the system cost efficient

and stable. DRUM photography has comparable performance in
the maximum imaging speed and the frame size at the maximum
imaging speed to existing commercial ultrahigh-speed cameras
but with a manufacturing cost of over an order of magnitude less
(Supplement 1, Section S9, and Table S3). The key feature of
DRUM photography is its ability to spatially separate and tem-
porally gate successive 2D images in the optical domain while
satisfying the imaging condition between the object and the sen-
sor. It allows for the sensitive mapping measurement of a single
ordinary CMOS sensor by directing these sequential frames onto
different areas. The high sensitivity of these sensors, along with
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probing using a continuous-wave laser beam, permits ultrahigh-
speed imaging with low peak intensity, which reduces the chance of
photodamage to the object.

DRUM photography leverages programmable diffraction
gating to accomplish ultrahigh imaging speed. Inspired by the
space-time duality and the PFT-gated ultrafast imaging, a linear
phase ramp introduced by the flipping of the DMD’s micromir-
rors in the spatial frequency domain is used to enable time-space
coupling at a sub-microsecond time scale without spatial over-
lapping. Different from existing relevant approaches (detailed in
Supplement 1, Section S10), DRUM photography presents the
only modality that uses the DMD’s inter-pattern transition for
ultrahigh-speed imaging at high spatial resolution.

The system performance of DRUM photography has ample
room to for further enhancement. From Eq. (2), a shorter wave-
length, a larger pitch, and a faster flipping motion can increase
DRUM photography’s imaging speed. Meanwhile, additional
diffraction orders that exist between adjacent diffraction orders
could be leveraged to increase the sequence depth and frame
rate. Finally, the diffraction-gating method introduced in this
work is adaptable to other devices, e.g., a one-dimensional
micro-electromechanical-system micromirror array with
nanosecond-level flipping time [39], to increase the imaging
speed toward the billion-frame-per-second level and enhance the
light throughput. To accommodate these technical requirements
without compromising on the FOV and signal-to-noise ratio in the
acquired images, it is highly desirable to use image sensors with a
large aspect ratio, a high pixel count, and high sensitivity [40,41].
Moreover, color sensors, used with multiple single-wavelength
lasers, can further increase imaging speed, sequence depth, and
FOV. Polarization information could also be incorporated for
diverse applications such as 3D ranging [42,43] and plasma science
[44]. From this perspective, the integration of advanced spectral-
polarization imaging sensors [45,46] into DRUM photography
marks a promising research direction. Finally, DRUM photogra-
phy does not rely on sparsity in the transient scene. Nonetheless,
the sparsity in transient scenes can be exploited to introduce par-
tial overlapping between adjacent diffraction orders and can use
compressed-sensing-based algorithms [47,48] to computationally
separate these frames to enhance the FOV.

DRUM photography can be readily applied to biophysics.
Figures 3(d) and 4(b) reveal salient features of bubble cavitation
captured by DRUM photography. The experimental data were
fit by the Rayleigh–Plesset model as the nonlinear equation of
motion. The quantitative model readouts, including a maximum
bubble wall velocity of 168–210 m/s and collapse time (i.e., the
time it takes for the bubble to collapse from its largest size) of
52.2–60.8 µs, are consistent with previous laser-induced optical
breakdown studies [49].

In addition to the study of cavitation dynamics con-
ducted in this work, this system will likely contribute to
ultrasound-stimulated early-disease molecular detection [50]
and therapeutic-targeted drug delivery [51]. Meanwhile, DRUM
photography of laser ablation (Fig. 5) will offer insight into the
maximum tissue displacement caused by the expansion of the laser
plasma and the resulting macroscopic structural deformation [52],
opening up potential applications in laser ablation lithotripsy,
nano-surgeries, and laser-based cleaning methods [53].
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